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IR35 was introduced in the year 2000 to prevent disguised employment through intermediary
entities such as personal service companies (PSCs), which allowed workers to inappropriately
avoid paying taxes as employees. 

IR35 legislation does not, therefore, cover anyone trading as a self-employed CIS worker as
there is no single person intermediary entity between the worker and the hirer, i.e. a PSC or a
mini Umbrella company. 

It’s only impact on CIS is, therefore, where a single person limited company or mini umbrella
limited company is registered under CIS. HMRC have stated that IR35 legislation takes
precedent over other legislation, but it does not take precedent in areas where IR35 simply
does not apply, e.g. self-employed CIS.

What is IR35 and does it apply to CIS?



Even though IR35 is not relevant to CIS workers, the employment status of PSCs, sole traders
and CIS workers must still be assessed using most of the same employment status tests.

If an IR35 assessment has been made determining that a role is inside IR35 then this must be
considered when assessing whether a self-employed worker can be considered to be genuinely
self-employed or not.

In some sectors limited companies have
been viewed more positively than sole
traders – in the past, it has been
considered a more professional approach
or viewed more favourably because it was
thought to indicate a bigger commitment
to being self-employed.

Indeed, some large hirers and recruitment
agencies decided not to engage with CIS
workers at all.

This attitude has now already begun to
change with many hirers now working
with agencies providing CIS, a result of
the IR35 reforms introducing new risks
and responsibilities to a hiring company
moving forward where they continue to
engage with PSC contractors.

Remember, as IR35 legislation does not
cover CIS self-employed workers, where
the hirer simply refuses to consider PSC
workers, the risk of engaging with CIS self-
employed workers continues to sit with
intermediary 1 (usually the recruitment
business), and this is where this risk has
been since April 2014.

Employment status determination tests

Historic recognition of status by hiring
companies



A sole trader is not liable for the risks
surrounding their employment status
assessment; that still lies, as it has
done since 2014, with their
recruitment business acting as what
the Onshore Intermediaries
Legislation describes as the “first
intermediary”.

In the time since this legislation was
introduced in 2014, HMRC has been
happy for compliantly managed
tradesmen to operate through CIS
self-employment and they are not
seeking to change this way of
working with IR35 legislation which
does not apply here anyway.

On the other hand, a limited
company, until 6th April 2021, is still
responsible for proving that it is
compliant with the current IR35 rules
and are not a disguised employee.

From 6th April 2021, however, in the
private sector the employment status
risks associated with operating
through a single person limited
company will then sit with the
recruitment agency or the hiring
company depending upon whether
reasonable care has been taken by
the hiring company to arrive at an
accurate status determination result.

Responsibility for proving
employment status of contractors



This may result in genuinely self-employed workers being prevented from working
outside IR35 merely because the hiring company either:

Does not understand the new IR35 legislative changes.

Does not want to take on the risk of making incorrect status assessments.

Has decided to “blanket ban” outside IR35 workers to save the time and
costs of making status determinations.

In such cases it may be that some
recruitment agencies are prepared to
undertake employment status assessments
for sole traders where hiring companies
were not prepared to do so, particularly
where they already have extensive
experience of performing and managing
such determinations with many of their
existing workers. 

This is actually already common practice in
construction following the Onshore
Intermediaries legislation in 2014. Many
recruitment businesses in the construction
sector have professionally managed such
self-employment determinations for self-
employed workers under the Construction
Industry Scheme (CIS) for nearly seven
years since the legislation was introduced. 

Such assessments performed by the
recruitment business on the status of sole
traders still result in risks to the recruitment
business.

Sole traders don’t carry the same level of
risk as Limited Company contractors for
hiring companies

As a result of the IR35 legislation changes from 6th April 2021 the risks associated with
making an incorrect assessment of employment status could potentially drive many
hiring companies, wishing to avoid the new risks to their companies resulting from these
legislation changes, to assess all their contractors as inside IR35, or alternatively not
even make an assessment and attempt to force all workers into inside IR35 contracting
options. We have seen this already with a number of major banks.



If hiring companies are not prepared
to engage with PSCs after new IR35
legislation is introduced from 6th
April 2021 onwards, those who
continue to operate with recruitment
businesses providing CIS workers in
the construction sector will not be
impacted by IR35 legislation. 

The recruitment business will still be
at risk as “intermediary one” under
the Onshore Intermediaries legislation
of 2014, but most construction
recruitment agencies have been
professionally managing this since
2014.

If the recruitment business is familiar
with managing the risks of status
determination assessments, then this
allows construction workers to have
the option of continuing as self-
employed so long as they can
genuinely pass a thorough self-
employment determination
assessment.

This has been common practice in the
construction sector for nearly seven
years and those hirers allowing CIS
subcontractors are now and will
increasingly be engaging with the
best tradespeople who are being
naturally drawn to work with the
compliant solution which best fits
their working preferences and can
allow them to be paid a higher take-
home payment each week. 

When using this option it is important
to use professional agencies and
umbrella companies who have
genuine experience and a number of
years trading in this specialist sector
and can evidence a morally compliant
culture.

Summary
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